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to hand or used as till-money must be the same as before, and the Banks must discount the same amount in Bills, and make as many loans in other ways as before. This, as I have shown, they would be unable to do if the supply of gold money was reduced, because their reserves would have fallen below what they considered the safe limit1
I have now shown that, other things being equal, prices cannot rise all round without a proportionate increase of money, and that if the supply of money be reduced they must fall in proportion.
It remains to show that an increase in the quantity of money raises prices, and is used up in raising prices, as far as it will go in that direction.
When there is an increased supply of gold, the reserves of the Banks increase beyond that proportion to their Deposits and other Liabilities which the Bankers consider necessary.
No Banker is satisfied when he sees gold lying idle in his strong room. He wishes to utilise it
1 An eminent London Banker once said before a Royal Commission that he could not believe in a "scarcity" of gold, because, if there were such a thing, some method of economising gold would at once be adopted, so as to get rid "of the scarcity. I shall make some remarks at a later stage on the use of the word "scarcity" in this connection, but for the present it will suffice to say that, as there is always a profit to be made by economising the use of gold, I am quite sure the Banker in question would have adopted at once any means which would have had that effect if he had been able to do so, and that he would not ha\$ waited till an actual u scarcity " had declared itself,

